
600 BCE Kingdoms in present-day
India, China and Turkey move away from
the barter system and issue coins within
their kingdoms and republics. The clay and
metal money bears recognisable motifs
such as flowers, wheels, swastikas. 

322 BCE The Mauryan
empire in India issues
punch-marked coins that
raise the motif above the
coin’s face. Lead, copper, sil-
ver and gold coins feature
portraits of rulers, a practice
borrowed from the Greeks.

1024 In Sichuan, China, mulberry-paper
receipts are used instead of bulky strings of
coins. These are soft, cloth-like, printed on
both sides in black and red, with coin values
handwritten on them. Sixteen merchants
are awarded rights to issue these jiaozi
(exchange) bills, and ultimately the govern-
ment takes over, issuing the first fixed-de-

{ NOTES OF NOTE } MAKING CHANGE

Clay, metal, paper: 
How money evolved

plates in multiple colours, with mica mixed
into the pulp to make the notes more diffi-
cult to counterfeit. 
     But a Currency Act then takes control of
the monetary system, abolishing local notes
in favour of pound-based British money.
Protests follow, precipitating the American
War of Independence in 1775. The US dollar
is instituted in 1792. 

1835 To clear up the confusion arising
from having more than 100 kinds of rupees
and coinage in circulation, India adopts the
Madras rupee of 1818 as the uniform cur-
rency format for British India. New coins
bear the image of King William IV and indi-
cate denominations in English and Persian.

Coins issued after 1840
bear the image of the new
sovereign, Queen Victoria.

1861 The Paper Cur-
rency Act is passed, mak-
ing it illegal for anyone but
the British government to
issue notes in the colony.

1874 France’s Banque de
l’Indochine issues its own
roupie notes, which
remain in circulation in
Pondicherry until 1954.

1700s India’s
colonial-era cities
get their own
banks. The Bank
of Bombay  is
established in
1720, and issues
interest notes.
Early money-like

notes are issued by the Bank
of Hindostan in 1770, General Bank of Ben-
gal and Bihar (1773), Bengal Bank (1784) and
Carnatic Bank (1788). Rangoon, Kanpur,
Lahore and Karachi establish banks too.
The notes are circulated within banking
regions. For the public, it is a convenient
and safe way to move money around. For
banks, it creates wealth
from thin air – banks can
print as much as 1/3rd
more notes than they have
coins in reserve. 

1757 The British East
India Company starts to
issue its own money in
India and mints its first
rupee coins in Calcutta.

 
1764 In British colonies
in North America, money
is printed using engraved
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O
pen your wallet and sing Happy

Birthday. Indian paper money

is 160 years old this month. Our

distinctive series of notes —

which today bear the name of

the Reserve Bank of India and

effortlessly represent rupees

within India and abroad —

didn’t exist before 1861. 

Of course, we had money long before that. India

is one of the first regions in the world to have used

coins. Metal bits of various values, issued by local

empires, kingdoms, princely states and colonial

presidencies, have been circulating for more than

2,500 years. But notes — paper scraps that can

somehow make you rich or poor — are relatively

recent. They were born with the Paper Currency

Act of 1861, which gave the British colonial govern-

ment the sole right to issue uniform currency notes

for its territories in India (which included parts of

present-day Pakistan, Bangladesh and Burma). 

In a country where paper was a small part of the

monetary system, the notes were not just a new

way of doing business. They were a leap of faith. 

NEW MONEY 

The British Empire had attempted to impose a cur-

rency monopoly a century earlier, in another

dominion, with disastrous consequences. In the 13

colonies of British America, where a trade deficit

had already put American busi-

nesses at a disadvantage, a

currency act in 1764  ren-

dered money from local

banks useless. 

The colonies protested vehemently. “It was seen

by some as one of the triggers that sparked the

American Revolution,” says Bazil Shaikh, former

principal chief general manager and secretary of

the Reserve Bank of India, and author of the 2020

book The Conjuror’s Trick, about the evolution of

Indian paper money. 

In India a century later, another revolution, the

Uprising of 1857-58, had shaken the British. They

were heavily in debt from quelling the uprising.

“When the Crown took control of India from the

East India Company, the question arose, ‘Who

repays the debts?’ It was made clear that India

would pay for its own suppression,” says Shaikh.

“The profit from the introduction of a government

paper currency was seen as one of the means of

setting right India’s finances.”

Meanwhile, the colony was a mess. Business was

still largely conducted in coins issued by the East

India Company (EIC) and by princely states.

Because the values of the coins differed widely,

moving money around was cumbersome, and

keeping accounts was complicated. 

The local credit-voucher system, hundi, strug-

gled to keep up with large-scale transactions. Local

banks, which had been around since 1770, issued

their own promissory notes for traders to convert

to the local coin. But those could be circulated only

within the bank’s immediate urban region. 

“At the time, there may have been as many as

100 types of rupees, with different values, circulat-

ing within regional circles,” says Mahesh Kalra, a

numismatic history researcher and former curator

at the Asiatic Society of Mumbai. 

To set things right, the Crown appointed its first

Finance Member (a kind of finance minister) to the

Viceroy’s Executive Council. James Wilson, a Scot-

tish economist, had displayed a keen

understanding of trans-
n a t i o n a l

of 
the Cash 

Indian paper money is 160 years old this month. 

See how an Act meant to tighten British control 

ended up uniting us in spirit, then and even today  

titanstitans 

nomination banknotes. They’re called huizi.
Over the next century, paper vouchers or

hundis gain acceptance in central and west-
ern Asia all the way to Indonesia. They are
used mainly by merchants, to buy and sell,
borrow and lend, and remit funds. 

1296 Kublai Khan’s currency, the chao,
helps popularise paper across the Chinese
Empire, and spreads all the way to Persia,
where they called it djaou or djaw. But it
baffles Europe. Those reading about paper
money in Marco Polo’s travels think it so
preposterous, they question whether he is
making it all up. 

1294 Under a century of
Delhi Sultanate rule,
coins issued in northern
India change from
punch-marked rupees
to minted tankas and
jittals, the imagery
replaced by calligraphy, in
keeping with Islamic belief.

The Persian city of Tabriz
experiments with paper money at this time,
but issues too much of it, sending the trad-
ing port of Basra into financial ruin. 

1455 The Chinese goof up too. They over-
produce paper notes and devalue money.

Paper notes are eliminated and
will not return for centuries.

1542 The rupee returns! The
Afghan Sher Shah Suri’s brief rule
in Delhi restores the old monetary
system by issuing a 178-gm silver
rupiya, divided into 40 copper
paise. Under Mughal rule, northern
India is unified under one currency
for the first time.

1605 Mughal emperor Jahangir issues
beautiful coins featuring couplets, and a
special series representing the twelve signs
of the Zodiac. His son Shah Jahan later has

most of them melted, so they are hard to
find today.

1661 Dutch entrepreneur Johan
Palmstruch, who founded the Stock-
holms Banco in collaboration with the

Swedish government, introduces kred-
itivsedlar or credit notes. They come in

set denominations, are watermarked, bear
a date of issue, bank seal and eight banker
signatures. A hit! But they issue too many
too and the bank is liquidated. 

1694 England learns from Sweden and
sets up the Bank of England to issue Pound
Sterling notes to fund a war with France.

The first notes for 

India (left) were 

issued in set 

denominations and 

featured the portrait 

of Queen Victoria. 

Notes issued for 

Burma, Pondicherry, 

Goa and later 

Pakistan were all 

based on the 

standard rupee. 
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B
engaluru tycoon Rezwan Razack learnt early that money
was valuable in more ways than one. As a schoolkid more
than 50 years ago, he’d watch his parents and grandpar-
ents place the day’s collections in the family safe at night.

“I decided to explore that safe one day,” he recalls. “What I found
were a handful of notes that said Reserve Bank of India but also bore
the overprint “Pakistan”. I showed them to my grandfather who
immediately started cursing.” 

It turned out, the notes were interim currency issued for use in
Pakistan just after Partition, before the State Bank of Pakistan was
established. They were probably passed on by someone who had
crossed the border with the money, but they had no value in India.

“My grandfather happily gave them to me, plus some other old
notes,” he says. “Then, on a summer holiday at my uncle’s home in
Coonoor, I found more old notes in my uncle’s desk and was allowed
to keep them. And so my journey began.” 

It’s more obsession than journey. Razack’s quest to collect Indian
paper money, a relative rarity in a country of coin-collectors, has
made him take trips to Bombay to meet old-note dealers in Fort and
Kalbadevi in the 1990s. “Word got out that there’s a mad fellow who
buys old paper money, and they’d reach out to me,” he says. 

In the 2000s, he’d bid for rare specimens on eBay and other auc-
tion sites. And on trips to London, he’d spend weeks in the British
Library “from opening time until they threw me out in the evening”
poring over the Bank of England’s archives. In 2012, he co-wrote the
Revised Standard Reference Guide to Indian Paper Money, a defini-
tive handbook among collectors globally. 

Paper notes, fragile, folded away, are harder to find than coins.
Razack says his collection now includes some 4,500 unique bank
and currency notes from across the subcontinent. There’s a promis-
sory note from the Bank of Bengal, issued in
1812; uniface notes from colonial India; por-
trait notes of British monarchs, and rare
paper items that once stood for money.

At Rezwan Razack’s Museum of
Indian Paper Money in Bengaluru,
which opened in February 2020, the
collection is on permanent display.
“It’s a different way to look at the story
of India,” he says. “Most Indian homes
have a box of old coins somewhere,
but few hold on to paper money.”

Rachel Lopez

{ PAPER TRAIL } GAINING CURRENCY

Making money matter

Rezwan Razack’s 
Indian paper 
money museum is 
the only one of its 
kind in the world.

p

SEE the 
history of 
paper money 
told through 
10 rare notes

2016 Overnight, the Rs 500 and Rs 1,000
denominations are demonetised. This is not
the first time a currency note is removed
from the Indian monetary system, but it is
by far the largest such operation ever con-
ducted in the country. 

 Rachel Lopez 

Sources: RBI Monetary Museum;

Indian Monetary History by 

J Laurence Laughlin (1893); The 

Conjuror’s Trick by Bazil Shaikh

(2020); One Rupee One Hundred

Years: 1917-2017 by Rezwan 

Razack (2017); Fractional Pieces

and Non-Metallic Monies in 

Medieval India (1200–1750) by

Najaf Haider from Money in Asia

(1200-1900)

1883 The Portuguese
issue rupia notes for
their colonies, which
remain in use in Goa
until 1961.
 
1928 India gets its first cur-
rency printing press, in Nashik. By
1933, it is producing all of British India’s
currency notes. 

1930 Amid the Depression, the US begins
to issue $100,000 notes. They are never used
in public circulation, but to transfer money
between the country’s 12 federal reserves. 

1940s After the economic ravages of
World War 2, England prints nine £1 million
notes to move money within and between
its banks. Two notes survive, in private col-
lections (they’ve long been demonetised).

1935 The Reserve Bank of India is estab-
lished to regulate British India’s currency.

1949 New money for a new India, with
Indian symbols like the Sarnath pillar
replacing imperial ones. The redesigned Re
1 note is issued. 

1953 More denominations acquire new
designs, and Hindi text. 

1957 Goodbye annas and pies.
India moves to the decimal sys-
tem on all coins and notes.

1971 US President Richard Nixon
unlinks the US dollar’s representative

value from gold — a landmark decision.
Central  banks around the world eventually
move to this new fiat currency system. 

1983 Countries such as Costa Rica and
Haiti experiment with polymer-based or
plastic currency notes in the hopes that they
will be more durable. Instead, the ink wears
off and they have to be discontinued. 

1998 The Philippines issues the world’s
largest banknote by size, to mark 100 years
of freedom from Spanish rule. The com-
memorative 100,000 peso note is 14 inches
in length and 8.5 inches in height. Col-
lectors can buy it for 180,000 pesos. 

1999 Twelve countries of the Euro-
pean Union switch to the Euro. For the
first three years it is only used for
accounting purposes and electronic
payments. The first coins and bank-
notes are issued in 2002, constituting
the biggest monetary changeover in his-
tory. 

2009 During the last days of its period of
hyperinflation, Zimbabwe issues a 100-tril-
lion-dollar note, the highest denomination
ever issued globally. It barely buys groceries
for the week. (On the ground, most people
are instead using the US dollar.) 

2011 The Reserve Bank of India and Gov-
ernment of India formalise the ₹ symbol in
2010, putting it on banknotes and coins a
year later. 

commerce. He’d founded The Economist

and had built a reputation as an expert in market

and monetary matters. He’d anticipated the decline

of the EIC and founded what became known as the

Standard Chartered Bank. 

Wilson arrived in Calcutta in December 1859,

and soon a five-point plan was devised. Trading

classes would be taxed, an annual budget would be

determined for the first time for India, a payments

department would be set up and audited, public

works and roads would be improved. And of

course, India was to have a government-issued

national currency. 

Wilson’s decision to introduce income tax dis-

mayed the landed classes, businessmen,  even

small traders. He had to convince them that it was

a small price to pay in for efficient trading. 

The Paper Currency Act, however, faced little

opposition. Britain had been using paper money

for more than 160 years by then. “Paper notes were

the currency of the future – its uniformity was the

key to trade,” says Kalra. Indians understood right

away that uniform, government-issued paper

money would be more secure, reliable and conve-

nient. It would boost the ease of doing business. 

“The power to issue banknotes brought with it

substantial profits,” says Shaikh. 

When a government issued notes, they received,

in return, resources in the form of coins,

goods or services. Unlike a gold or silver

coin that could be melted down for its

metals, paper money always cost

less to make than its stated value.

The difference between the cost

of printing and managing the

currency and the interest the

government gained from the

reserve resources would bring

profits. 
For the Crown, it was a subtle

way to establish power. “Indeed, the issuance of a

government paper money was also an exercise in

triumphant symbolism,” says Shaikh. “Britain’s

Bank of England notes carried the image of Britan-

nia (the female personification of the British Isles)

at the time. The notes issued for India were among

the first to carry the portrait of a British monarch,

Queen Victoria.” 

CASH-RICH 

Wilson’s Act came into force with the first notes of

Rs 10 and above printed in Britain (the first local

press for paper money opened only in 1928). He

didn’t live to see them. Wilson died of dysentery

less than a year after he arrived in India and is bur-

ied in Kolkata. But his idea changed India. 

Shaikh refers to the introduction of paper money

as a disruption. “It disrupted the idea of

money,” he says. “It introduced the

idea that money could take the

form of a representative token

rather than a metallic coin. It

liberated money, and allowed

for enhanced liquidity. The

issue with paper money was

knowing when to stop! How

much could be safely issued

without destabilising the econ-

omy?” 
It’s a misstep several countries

have made over the centuries, and maintaining a

stable currency remains a challenge to financial pol-

icymakers all over the world. 

For India, British rule brought with it relative

political stability and rule of law (of a sort), which

helped businesses flourish and strengthened confi-

dence in the monetary system. But the introduction

of paper money ushered in a psychological change

that the British hadn’t anticipated. 

“A uniform currency backed by a central bank is

the thing that defines a state,” says Kalra. In a colony

consolidated under one ruler, money was a subtle

but powerful social unifier — it helped us see our-

selves as one nation and ultimately contributed to

the idea that India could overthrow imperial rule. 

“The history of money, in its transition from coins

to convertible notes to fiat money, has reflected a

movement from the real to the symbolic to the

imaginary,” says Shaikh. As our money gets more

abstract still — from credit cards and virtual bank-

ing to cryptocurrencies that bypass borders, central

banks are working to introduce digital currencies

of their own. 

“Power shifts are taking place between the

state, corporates, communities and individuals,

and these influence money,” Shaikh says.

“These developments hold promise but also

evoke concerns for a reset in the social 

and economic organisation of society, 

for surveillance and for human 

freedoms.” 

Under the  Paper Currency Act  of  1861, drafted by Scottish economist James Wilson (top) and 

executed by Viceroy Charles Canning (above), Indian territories under British rule were united by a 

uniform paper currency. Portuguese and French colonies followed suit with their colonies, taking 

India’s 2,500-year legacy of coinage into the future.  IMAGES COURTESY WIKIMEDIA COMMONS, REZWAN RAZACK, HT ARCHIVE

Paisa: From the Sanskrit padā śa, or “quarter part”. The Portu-
guese pesa from which we get peso and peseta, are also derived
from paisa, as is paiksan, the colloquial term for money in Burma.

 
Rupee: From the Sanskrit rupyakam, meaning “silver coin”. It
was formally used to denote a specific coin from 1540 to 1545, when
the Afghan Sher Shah Suri took over Delhi and issued the rupiya.
India, Sri Lanka, Nepal, Pakistan, Mauritius, the Seychelles, Indone-
sia, Maldives, Myanmar and Afghanistan all use the term “rupee”
for their currency. 

Nisar: The Hindi
phrase “jaan nisar
karna” which means to
shower someone with
the energy of life or sac-
rifice one’s life, comes
from money too. The
17th-century Mughal
emperor Shah Jahan
issued nisars, special silver coins that were presented to favoured
members of his court. These were commemorative medallions that
could be used as currency. 

Sicca: Old folks
often refer to a
large or high-value
coin as a sikka. The
term comes from
sicca, a new rupee
coin introduced in
1773 by the British
East India Com-
pany after they took
over Bengal, Bihar
and Orissa.  It
remained in use

until at least 1935. Sicca was also the term used for the coins of the
princely state of Hyderabad. Paper money, when Hyderabad first
issued it in 1918, was called the Osmania Sicca, even though it wasn’t
a coin.

Anna: In use in India and Pakistan until national currencies
were decimalised in 1957 and 1961 respectively. An anna was 1/16th
of a rupee. Four annas made 25 paise. Eight annas made 50 paise.
And when someone swore their story was “sola-anna sachh”, they
meant it was the whole truth. 

Ratti: The weights Indian jewellers use to measure tiny pendants
and chain links get their name from the oldest measurement system
on the subcontinent. Rattis were in use during Harappan times,
their weights setting standards for the earliest coins in the region.

  
Mohur: A gold mohur was the
highest unit of currency in the mid-
1500s. It was adopted by the    Brit-
ish East India Company as the
most valuable coin in its   cur-
rency system. Today, the term is
also used to refer to an official
seal. 

Taka: The currency of Bangla-
desh takes its name either from the
Sanskrit tanka or the Turkic tamgha;
both mean to stamp or seal. Currencies called
taka, tanka, tanga, tangka, tenge and tenga all derive their name
from this source. In northern India, Kushan-era coins issued
between the 1st and 7th centuries CE bear the words Nana Tanka in
Brahmi script. By 1329, Delhi Sultanate ruler Muhammad bin Tugh-
laq was issuing tankas, token copper and brass coins that could be
exchanged for fixed amounts of gold and silver. Today, several
regional languages in India use takka to refer to a share of some-
thing or a percentage. Hence, “Kitney takkey miley?” is a popular
query when school exam results are declared.

Dam: “Frankly, my dear, I don’t give a damn.” Rhett Butler’s last
words to Scarlett O’Hara in Gone with the Wind may well have been
about money. Small low-value copper coins called dam were intro-
duced by Sher Shah Suri. In England, it inspired the phrase “two-
penny dam”, to indicate that someone didn’t care at all. Today, when
we ask “Kya daam hai?” for the price of an item, we’re referring to
the dam too. 

Rachel Lopez

{ MONEY TALK } THE LANGUAGE OF COINAGE

Sounds rich
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